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I believe blogging should be easy, fun, and very, very profitable.How to create your own

professional self-hosted WordPress blog for less than $50Learn the secret to creating your own

professional business blog in less than 30 minutes without spending thousands of dollars on Web

designersHow to get 100,000 targeted visitors a month using free traffic methodsLearn the

step-by-step system successful bloggers like me and Leo Babauta, founder of the Zen Habits blog,

have used to attract millions of visitors without spending a dime on advertising!How to monetize

your blog so you can get paid to do what you loveLearn all the insider secrets six-figure bloggers

use to earn passive income every single month from their sites; everything from advertising to

affiliate marketing and sponsorships are included with step-by-step instructionsThe 11 best

WordPress plugins every blogger must haveA list of the 11 best WordPress plugins that will

revolutionize your blogging productivity and profitsBonus! The 5 daily blogging action steps Also

included is a bonus with the daily blogging action-step worksheet that breaks down every step of

building your blogging business on a daily basis. Use this as your road map to success! Learn how

to start a profitable blog in 30 minutes. Scroll up and grab your copy today.
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The pitfalls and bumpy roads of properly setting up your blog, soliciting traffic to your site and

turning visits to fans/customers is all spelled out here. Thanks for making the process easy to

understand and giving me the motivation to get blogging!



The Blog Business Book is a great resource. Loaded with actionable ideas, the book also comes

chock full of links to incredible resources and examples you can clone.Highlights of the book include

ideas on how to get guest-blogging spots and how to attract guest bloggers to your own site. As

someone starting out, these areas seem tricky and almost impassable, but now I have great ideas

that I can implement, and I am already seeing results.Above all, the author's prose is inspiring. It is

fun to read enthusiastic instructions and ideas from someone who has clearly conquered a great

deal from on the battlefield.I can't recommend this book highly enough.

This book is like a personal pat on the back for the author. While he does offer a few good tips here

and there, it's mostly about him and his success without any real substantial guide to substance. I'm

still not entirely clear how he made six figures??

The book has lots of how-to details about the business of blogging. It's easy to read. The read was

quite an education. I didn't know about many of the topics covered. I'll be keeping this as a

reference. It was well-worth the time spent in reading.Barbara

Tom Corson-Knowles has written a book that offers everything anyone ever needs in the current

day to have and build a blog that thrives. Most of us who call ourselves bloggers have so much to

learn even though we already may take delight in our work and have earned respect for what we

produce.Vision, clarity, discipline, extraordinary competence, detail, imagination. seeds for growth,

refreshing candor and a voice of authority--all a compelling demonstration of what works and what

doesn't. In the end, that's what counts.Really want a successful blog? Do with precision what Tom

tells you to do. Here is true face value. If it were possible to to give a grade greater than A+ I would

give it to this book. Remember, though, just because it's simple doesn't make it easy.

I have been a blogger and internet marketer for years but was interested in taking my blog to the

"next level". "The Blog Business Book" has provided me with the information to do that. There are

tips in here that I never considered but they make so much sense. If you are interested in blogging,

this is a good reference book to have.

Being a regular blogger with a reasonable following (Monday Motivational Minute) I thought I would

buy this Kindle book as I was struggling to monetize it.Am I ever glad I did. This is a no nonsense



book with some very important messages for new and established bloggers who are serious about

what they do. While much of what is in this book can be found in other more lengthy texts, Tom

does not collapse under the preasure of industry heavies and provides sound advice for the

beginning Blogger who usually has a tiny, if any, budget.The style may not be to everyones taste,

however, if being blunt and to the point saves reading time I am all for it. In every chapter there are

links to live examples and many free resorces. I have now devoured the book twice and in the

process of implementing many of the ideas.This book has 9 'official' chapters;1. How to create your

own self-hosted Wordpress BLOG in 30 minutes2. Traffic: The science of getting BLOG readers and

customers3. Three different types of blogging4. Monetizing you BLOG5. Social media marketing for

Bloggers6. How to outsource to grow your BLOG7. Why most Bloggers fail - and why you won't8.

Time Management abd Productivity for Bloggers9. Super Secret Blogging tipsThere are also a few

'bonus chapters at the end with some great information.Some times a book comes along which is

worth its weight in gold - this is one of them.Greg Ferrett

A handful of bloggers have turned their blogs into hugely profitable businesses. A few thousand

more are doing pretty well. If you've ever thought about joining their ranks, this book was written for

you. The author claims to be making a good living as a blogger... and his blogs certainly appear to

be thriving. The book offers plenty of useful tips for starting and managing a blog, and lots of links to

useful tools that can help make your job easier. My one complaint is the author has included quite a

few links to his own sites - and every one either requires joining his list or enduring a pop-up request

to join his list to see the example or get the information. But for the price, the book is well worth the

aggravation.
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